
y the entire descriptiola of  the labomtory an 
ed on the material contained in the reading 
laboratory assignment ad the beginning of .l;h ratory period prior 
anee of the labajratory~ 

State the number of' significant figures in each of the following numbers: 

the correct number of si 

(a) 37. 
X 1.23 

true valere of $he $pee of sound in air ak2 
arb, and Cal make the following measrx 

s p e d  o f  sound in air at 218°C: 

tisn from the mean. and stan 
on %be asxuracy and preeisio 

measurements, and indicate w tudenls (if any) seam to have a systematic error: 

Std Dear from mean - 23% Err =- _. 
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ment on accuracy, precision, a d systematic emsrs for eac 

. Cal 

of errors is assumed to be the asis for statistical variations in mea- 

(a) personal ( 1 systematic (c) random 

The presence sf which class of errors wil cause statistical calculations to be 
completely invalid? (a) ersonal (b) systematic (c) random 

U Assume stands e standard deviation from the mean. If the assump- 
tions of statistical th e met, what percentage of measurements is ex 
to be in the range of 
t.0 be in the range o 
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hysics is an experime a science of mea- 
surement. The measur ortance in scien- 

laboratory table will llowing objectives: 
k Demonstration s al uncertainty in simple 

measurements u 

3. Application to t stical concepts of mean, 
standard devia 

4. Demonstration of' the propagation of errors by the determination of 
the uncertainty in the area calculated from 
width 

5. Comparison of t gation predicted by statistical theory 
with the error pr ler concept of si 
cant figures 

In the seetion entitled ""Gener 
subject of systema 
errors associated wi ple, if the meter sticks used in the 
experiment were rn 
factured, they wo 

These will, sf cows easurements associated with the 
rked scale divisions 
ments are expected 

rors (mistakes) in 

are present, the 
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A cenkral point, of exper 
determine the value of so 
the uncertainty in that va easurement whose 
uncertainty is completely e aim of a measure- 

(because that can- 

the "General Laboratory Infamadion" section. 
Consider the general case ixl which 1% measurements of the length and width of the 

table are made. Far this experiment 10 measlnremexhLs wi 1 be made, so M = PO for 
this ease, but the e e case in which a2. can 
sen value. If k, an easurements of the 
width? and J[,  a d  measurements, the equations relat- 

To emphasize what was said above, ese values of & and represent the most 
le value for the true values of and width assuming no systematic 

or personal errors are present. 
Information about the precision of the measuremerat is 

al measurements using the 
d in the section on "General 

rses of the standard deviation from e mean for the len idth of the table, 
ck and rs? me given by the equations: 

If the errors are only ra t approximately 68.3% of t he  
measurements of length 
68.3% of the measurement 

The precision of the me 
error9', c q  and c u ~ .  These quantities as e following equations: 

The meaning of a~ and aw is errors are only random, there is a 68.3% 
chance that the true value of lies within the range h, i q, and the true 

in the range W ? aw. 
experlrneintal physics is the determination of the uncer- 

tainty in some quantity that is derive by ealeulations from ot 
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erimeamt, consider the area A of the table as calculate 

This general problem was ussed. in the ""General Laboratory Information" sec- 
the ease of the p tities is given on page 3.2 by 
7. Making the a s for the present case gives 

This equation gives the standard error of the area of the table, CYA, in terms of the 
r associated standard errors. Note that st sim- 
iation from the mean: 

EXPERIIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

e 2-m stick along the lengt f the table nea.r the m Xe sf the width and 
to one edge of the length not attempt to line either edge of the 

table with a m  end of the meter stick or with any certain mark on the meter stick. 

2. Let sc stand for the coordinate position in the length direction. Read the scale on 
the 2-rn stick that is aligned one end of the table and record that measure- 

ers). Read the scale that is a ed at the other 
easurement in the Data as x2 (meters). 

Note that the smallest-marked-scale division of the stick is 1 mm. Therefore7 each 
cool-dinate should be estimated to the nearest 0.1 mm (nearest 0.0006 m). 

Do not perform any s mine values for the length at this time. 
Calculations of the le d later from the val es of xl  and z2, but 
if calcu1at;isns are rrnine the length, could bias future 
readings. 

more times, for a total of 1 measurements of the 
measurement, place the 2- stick on the table with 

articular mark on the stick 
with either en ace the stick along the same 

the limitation 

measurement 

e along the table length each time. 

rernents of the wi of the table. Let the 
y and record the values of yl and yz 
e the stick along the same line each 

ark on the stick with either 
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-- 
equatim.s 1, 2 ,  and 3, cdculzl%e the mean Ie~gLh x, the mea 
re3 de~inkions & m a  the mean a$-l a d  up-iy- and thc stan 

and alv for both. t13e lek-rgth awJ widtrla. Initially9 i;alculai,e L an to seven, OB" eig 
signifimant f i g ~ w s  and calculate ;, c x ~ ,  and LYW to turn sigliii6cant figures, 
b u t  do not record those values inx  the Calculations %bHe at this time. Us, however, 

- -- 
os dl,, W9 C T ~ _ ~ ,  o-!' q,? and a ~ ;  in eq 

calculak the sta oda eviatisr~ from Lhe n~ean, cr$_ a and the sta 
for the area. Record them in the Calcul~tions able to one significant figure. 

-- 

a Using the values of and in equation 4, calculate %Ere area of the table, 
mining the nnmher ofsigx-n ant figures in lhe result in two different ways. 

darmim the alwnber caf significant figures in $,he area by a pr 
le one. used abwa ts del,ermim-ae l,be signiS'icaant figures iwn k 

sig1~4hc:ant digit in the calculaterl area be isa, the same deci 
significant digt io ark. Call this value of the :1reaAl and record it as Al in the Cal- 
cda t i~ns  Table. 

r vdue for the area, detemlining t 
the f08l.o~ ing ~ ~ O C W ~ L W F " .  Use h r  

ant figures contamed in each of' the val 
number of significant Ggurvs contain 

at the s t a n d ~ r d  r~iles for significant figures wou 
rpse values c3f 4$ and using the signi5eant figu 

rules for rnult~plitw-km given on age 9 1  In the ""Gs 
tion'' S ~ C ~ ~ C B I I .  Record the restdt i the CaXculaki on s 
only difference between these two v a h s  sf the area $hat csaald result i s  the mum- 

pa" of signifkaakl Eg-elrw. an dependit*eg on your precision, there might 
ferenw at dB. 
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at percentage of yo in the range ? crk- ? % 
% 

ercentage of your values o fall in the range -t orml? - 9% 
rcentage fall in the range 2aT- - % 

ing to the theory sf ran errors, what percentage would be expected for 
the answers to question I? 

4. Do any of your values of Li have deviations greater than Srrj;-; from z? Do any 
have deviations greater than 3ay-l from W? If so, indicate wh~ch ones and cal- 
culate how many times larger than 0$-1 or is the deviation. 

5;. Based on your answers to questions 1 t rough 4, are your data reasonably con- 
sistent with the assum at only random errors are present in tbe experi- 
ment? State clearly the basis for your answer. 



ussion o f  stan ard error in She "General k&or Infomation" sec- 
e most probable valus: of' the Iclagih, h, and area of thc 

table and their respective uncertainties as deltwmiwd by statistical theory. 

'The two  values for the area, Al and A?, represez~t, i;iw difkrenr; approaches to deter- 
mination of the uncerta..inty in a calculated qwantity. The value giveas as A,, represents 
the most correct determination. of .the ~mcer%.ajBty based on the application of s%a.tis,- 

eory to assumed random x~eas~.srernenk er:rom. The v a h e  given as A2 assumes 
uncerkairnty is in the least sig-niGcaat digit. fbc each individ.ual mneasu.semeni;, 

bat does not explicitly state what the unccrtt-elnk;~~ is i.n that digit. 
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